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Jibbs Warrior comes to Next Dimension
Wrestling shrouded in mystery. He was a
surprise entrant in the 2134 Gary Atkinson
Memorial Tournament and did surprisingly
well. Jibbs Warrior is an all around great
athlete, possessing both great strength
and agility. He also possesses a childlike
innocence when you get to know him.
Jibbs Warrior has a fascination with trains,
which has caused him to name some of
his most powerful moves after them. Jibbs
Warrior also showcases a high-impact
wrestling style. A ringside reporter once
said, "It looks like a tornado came through
here!" after one of Jibbs Warrior's
matches. After that, Jibbs Warrior began
using the TORNADO DDT as his finishing
move to great results.
Later in 2134, Jibbs Warrior started to team-up with Battle Axe, filling in for an injured
Broadsword. Also, at the beginning of 2135, Jibbs Warrior formed a tag-team with NDW
newcomer, Rob Craig, named The Craig Legacy. Rob Craig claims to be Jibbs Warrior's
father, which has many people baffled as they are both relatively the same age.
Perhaps there is some sort of time travel involved for one or both of these men.
Tag-Team: The Craig Legacy (Rob Craig)
Main Allies: Rob Craig, Battle Axe
Feuds: Wheebo Rodes, Bob N64
Signature Moves:
Jibbs Drop - seated atomic drop
Twister Spinebuster - spinning spinebuster
Locomotive Lariat - Northern lariat
Freight Train Forearm - rebounding forearm smash
TORNADO DDT - spinning DDT out of the corner
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